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A Practical Privacy-Preserving Data
Aggregation (3PDA) Scheme for Smart Grid

Yining Liu , Wei Guo , Chun-I Fan , Liang Chang , and Chi Cheng

Abstract—The real-time electricity consumption data can
be used in value-added service such as big data analysis,
meanwhile the single user’s privacy needs to be protected.
How to balance the data utility and the privacy preservation
is a vital issue, where the privacy-preserving data aggrega-
tion could be a feasible solution. Most of the existing data
aggregation schemes rely on a trusted third party (TTP).
However, this assumption will have negative impact on reli-
ability, because the system can be easily knocked down by
the denial of service attack. In this paper, a practical privacy-
preserving data aggregation scheme is proposed without
TTP, in which the users with some extent trust construct
a virtual aggregation area to mask the single user’s data,
and meanwhile, the aggregation result almost has no effect
for the data utility in large scale applications. The computa-
tion cost and communication overhead are reduced in order
to promote the practicability. Moreover, the security analy-
sis and the performance evaluation show that the proposed
scheme is robust and efficient.

Index Terms—Data aggregation, data utility, distributed
decryption algorithm, privacy preservation, smart grid.

I. INTRODUCTION

A
S THE next generation of grid, the smart grid has greater

advantage over the traditional power grid due to its

advanced communication capacity [1]–[5]. In the model [6]

presented by National Institute of Standards and Technology

(NIST), the smart meter (SM) in the building (residence, com-

pany, or industry) collects and sends the real-time usage data to

the operation center (OC), and meantime, SM receives the com-

mand messages from OC. With the real-time usage data, OC can
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manage the power grid more accurately. Moreover, the electric-

ity consumption data has economic values, for example, it can

be used for the business advertisement and government deci-

sions [7]–[11]. Hence, the electricity data should be provided to

other organizations out of the power grid system. However, the

single user’s electricity consumption data contains the privacy

information, for example, the user’s habits and the lifestyle can

be easily inferred, the thief may break in when there is nobody

in the house, which may cause serious result. Therefore, how to

balance the usability and the privacy of the electricity consump-

tion data is not only a vital academic issue, but also a technique

bottleneck for the smart grid. In order to address this problem,

privacy-preserving data aggregation has been suggested as a fea-

sible solution [12], [13], with the following two requirements:

First, the aggregation operator can obtain the sum of usage data

in a region. Second, the aggregation operator knows nothing

about a single usage data in this region.

The homomorphic encryption (HE) [14] is a prospective tool

to achieve data aggregation due to its property, which allows

the addition operation to be performed on the encrypted values.

Specifically, each user encrypts her data using HE, then sends it

to the aggregation operator. Afterward, the aggregation opera-

tor decrypts the aggregated ciphertext to obtain the sum of data

usage thanks to the additive homomorphic property. However,

the privacy only relying on HE is not perfect, since the aggre-

gation operator may violate the individual privacy by directly

decrypting a single ciphertext [15]. Thus, a trusted data collec-

tion unit (DCU) is used to prevent the aggregation operator from

obtaining the single ciphertext, and its duty is to provide the ag-

gregated ciphertext to the aggregation operator. In short, DCU

as a security anchor should be trusted to aggregate all users’

ciphertexts and it should only provide the aggregated ciphertext

to the aggregation operator.

Random number is another useful tool to design data ag-

gregation scheme [16]–[18]. Usually, a series of random num-

bers satisfying some requirements are securely distributed to

the users and the aggregation operator in advance, and each user

can obfuscate the usage data with its random number, then the

aggregation operator can eliminate all user’s random numbers to

obtain the aggregation of the usage data. However, this process

relies on a TTP to generate and distribute the random numbers.

Another example using random numbers is the differential

privacy [19], which adds the random noise obeying Laplace

or other distribution to mask the original value. Although the

aggregation using differential privacy is not accurate, it is used

in many studies. For instance, Liu et al. [20] proposed a data
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aggregation scheme using the differential privacy, in which the

accurate data is perturbed by the random noise drawn from an

unbiased binomial distribution.

Shamir’s secret sharing [21], [22] is also used in data

aggregation by Rottondi in 2013 [23], where the gateway

GWa divides the received real time data ma into w pieces

ma1, ma2, ..., maw, and distributes each piece to each member

in {GW1, GW2, ..., GWw}. Similarly, GWb also divides its re-

ceived mb into w pieces mb1, mb2, ..., mbw, and assigns each of

them to each member of {GW1, GW2, ..., GWw}, respectively.

Then, each gateway GWi , (i = 1, ..., w) in the group aggregates

two received data mai , mbi , and sends the aggregated share to

an external entity. Finally, external entity recovers ma + mb

when no less than t aggregated shares are collected. Rottondi’s

scheme certainly achieves the claimed requirements. However,

the frequent communication among the gateways might limit its

application in the practical large scale power grid.

In this paper, a practical privacy-preserving data aggregation

(3PDA) scheme is proposed, the main contributions include the

following.

1) The trust assumption is weakened to make it more robust,

since 3PDA does not count on a trusted DCU or TTP.

2) The virtual aggregation area is introduced to make 3PDA

more practicable.

3) The accurate aggregation result is obtained instead of the

approximate result.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In

Section II, the related works are reviewed. Then, the system

model is described in Section III. The necessary cryptographic

preliminaries and our 3PDA are, respectively, presented in Sec-

tions IV and V. The analysis and the evaluation result are

in Sections VI and VII. Finally, the paper is concluded in

Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

In 2012, Lu et al. [24] employed the Paillier HE and the

superincreasing sequence to design a privacy-preserving and

multidimensional data aggregation scheme, in which an oper-

ation authority generates a public key and a private key, and

each user encrypts its multidimensional data with the public

key before sending to gateway. Then, all users’ ciphertexts are

aggregated and relayed to the operation authority. Finally, the

aggregated ciphertext is decrypted using the private key.

In 2015, Chim et al. [25] utilized Paillier HE and the bloom

filters to achieve an aggregation scheme for power plan, in which

each user encrypts its power plan, and meanwhile, she calcu-

lates the hash value and the commitment of it. Afterward, she

sends them to the gateway. All users’ encrypted power plans are

aggregated by the gateway, and the hash values and the commit-

ments are added into two bloom filter, respectively. Finally, the

OC decrypts the aggregated ciphertext using the private key and

uses the bloom filter to guarantee the nonrepudiation property.

In 2017, based on Horner’s Rule and the Paillier HE, Shen

et al. [26] proposed an efficient data aggregation scheme for

the massive users and dynamic topology network, in which the

multidimensional data is compressed and encrypted using the

public key created by a control center. The gateway verifies

Fig. 1. System model.

the received encrypted data, and aggregates them. Then, the

gateway sends the aggregated data to the control center. Finally,

the control center decrypts it with the private key.

In the above three schemes, the individual privacy counts on

a common security anchor. In other words, the gateway plays

a trusted role and it only provides the aggregated data to the

private key holder, such as an OC. Once the gateway provides

users’ single ciphertext, the individual privacy can be deduced

since the single ciphertext also can be decrypted.

Jo et al. [27] proposed an efficient and privacy-preserving data

aggregation scheme, which does not rely on a trusted gateway. In

Jo’s scheme, the private key is secretly held by a group of SMs.

Before sending to an advanced metering infrastructure (AMI),

users encrypt their data. Then, AMI aggregates the received data,

but it cannot decrypt it because it does not possess the private

key. Instead, AMI selects some SMs in the group and asks them

to decrypt the aggregated ciphertext. Admittedly, Jo’s scheme

can remove the trusted assumption about the gateway. However,

a fact should not be neglected: The user’s privacy can be violated

by the differential attack, i.e., AMI asks the SM to decrypt two

aggregated ciphertexts representing the sets that only differs by

a single user. Then, AMI can deduce this user’s data from the

difference of the two decrypted data that is returned back.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Communication Model

The system model of 3PDA scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1,

which consists of an OC, a DCU and n SMs. SM collects the

real-time consumption data, and sends it to OC via the DCU at

a regular interval, e.g., 15 min. DCU aggregates the data in an

area, and forwards the aggregation to OC.

Certainly, the transmitted data in the smart grid includes the

dispatching instruction, the bill, and the real time electricity

report. In this paper, we try our best to balance the power

consumption big data’s utility and single user data’s privacy

with the aggregation method. In practice, the privacy property

maybe assumed an option for a user. For example, several users

with some extent trust can form a virtual aggregation area. The
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aggregation result can still be used for data analysis, meanwhile

individual data is masked. Moreover, even if one aggregation

operator is faulty, its effect is negligible since the aggregation

area is small.

B. Privacy Adversary Model

The smart grid suffers from a variety of attacks, such as

the data injection attack, the time synchronization attack, the

denial of service attack, and some other physical threats [28]. In

order to address these attacks, many works aim to achieve the

required security goals, such as confidentiality, authentication,

and integrity, etc. In fact, these security goals are not enough

in the big data era, the privacy is also an important issue. For

example, Alice encrypts the messages, and sends the ciphers to

Bob, the security requirements guarantee that the messages are

only shared between Alice and Bob, while other knows nothing.

In the privacy-preserving studies, Alice’s data is encrypted and

sent to the analysis organization (Bob), Bob utilizes the cipher

without obtaining Alice’s data, i.e., the messages are not totally

shared between Alice and Bob. In a word, the privacy goals

are not equivalent to the security requirements, especially, in

the coming quantum time [29]. In this paper, we mainly focus

on the the privacy issue, and the adversary model is assumed

as follows.

OC is assumed to be honest-but-curious, i.e., it executes the

operations according the protocol without launching the active

attack. However, it perhaps tries to analyze the received mes-

sages to obtain the valuable information.

DCU can be easily controlled by the adversary, therefore, it

is not assumed to be trusted.

User or SM is usually assumed to be dishonest in many occa-

sions. However, in this paper, some users with some extent trust

or common interests are assumed to have incentive to protect

the individual privacy, a virtual aggregation area is constructed,

which is different from the physical aggregation area, such as a

building in the previous literatures. Furthermore, this assump-

tion is reasonable and practical. Therefore, under this assump-

tion model, the user or the SM is assumed not to launch the

active attack. However, it might execute the protocol lazily. The

worst case that OC, DCU, and some users collude to obtain

the remaining user’s data is also considered.

IV. PRELIMINARIES

A. Lifted EC-ElGamal Cryptosystem

Lifted EC-ElGamal cryptosystem [30], [31] is built on the

elliptic curve group.

1) Key Generation: Assume an elliptic curve group E(Fp)

of the order q with a generator G1, its private key is x ∈ Z∗
q

and public key is Y = x · G1. Moreover, E(Fp), q, G1 are the

public parameters.

2) Encryption: The data m ∈ {0, 1, ..., K } is encrypted into

the ciphertext (Ca, Cb) = (r · G1, m · G1 + r · Y ), where K ≪
q and r is a random number from Z∗

q .

3) Decryption: (Ca, Cb) is decrypted into m using the pri-

vate key x with (1). Due to K ≪ q, m can be solved by the

Fig. 2. Distributed decryption.

Pollard’s lambda algorithm [32] with the time complexity

O(
√

K ).

m = Dec(Ca
, Cb) = logG1

(Cb − x · Ca) (1)

4) Homomorphism: Using the public key Y , the plaintexts

m1 and m2 are encrypted into Enc(m1) and Enc(m2) by (2) and

(3), respectively. The aggregated ciphertext Enc(m1 + m2) can

be calculated by (4), where r3 = r1 + r2

Enc(m1) = (Ca
1 , Cb

1 )

= (r1 · G1, m1 · G1 + r1 · Y )
(2)

Enc(m2) = (Ca
2 , Cb

2 )

= (r2 · G1, m2 · G1 + r2 · Y )
(3)

Enc(m1 + m2) = Enc(m1) + Enc(m2)

= (Ca
1 + Ca

2 , Cb
1 + Cb

2 )

= (r3 · G1, (m1 + m2) · G1 + r3 · Y ).

(4)

5) Distributed Decryption: Assume a group contains n users

Ui with the private key xi and the public key Yi , (i = 1, ..., n),

and GK =
∑n

i=1 Yi . The data m is encrypted into (Ca, Cb) =
(r · G1, m · G1 + r · GK) using GK. The decryption operator

distributes Ca to Ui , (i = 1, ..., n) [32], then Ui , (i = 1, ..., n)

computes Di = xi · Ca , and sends it to the decryption operator,

which is shown in Fig. 2. Finally, m is recovered by

m = logG1

(

Cb −
n

∑

i=1

Di

)

. (5)

The distributed decryption can be performed by a subset of

users. Assume the group private and public key are, respectively,

x and GK = xG1, and x is divided into n pieces xi = f (i), (i =
1, ..., n) using the polynomial f (t), as shown

f (t) = x + a1t + a2t2 + · · · + ak−1tk−1 (6)

where ai , (i = 1, ..., n − 1) belongs to Z∗
q . Then, xi is securely

distributed to Ui , (i = 1, ..., n) as the private key, and Yi = xi G1

is the public key.

Subsequently, m is encrypted into (Ca, Cb) = (rG1, mG1 +
r ∗ GK) using GK. To decrypt it, only k users Ut1 , ..., Utk

({t1, ..., tk} ∈ [1, n]) are needed to collaborate. The detail is as

follows.

(1) Ca is broadcast to k users.
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TABLE I
NOTATIONS

Notation Description

E(Fp) Elliptic curve on the Galois field Fp

q Order of E(Fp)
G1, G2, G3 Generators of E(Fp)
H1, H2 H1: {0, 1}∗ → Z∗

q , H2 : {0, 1}∗ → E(Fp)

xi , Yi , σi , σ̂i Private key, public key, and signature of SMi

xDCU, YDCU, σDCU Private key, public key, and signature of DCU
xOC, YOC, σOC Private key, public key, and signature of OC
Certi Certificate of SMi

(Ca
i , Cb

i ) Ciphertext from SMi

(Ca, Cb) Aggregated ciphertext
|| Concatenation operation

(2) Uti performs the distributed decryption Di = xti C
a with

the received messages, then sends Di back to the de-

cryption operator.

(3) The decryption operator recovers m by

m = logG1

(

Cb −
k

∑

i=1

λi Di

)

(7)

where λi is the Lagrange coefficient
∑

j∈{A−i}
t j

t j −ti
, and

A is the number set [1, k].

B. CL* Signature Scheme

The CL* signature scheme [33] is characterized by verifying

n signatures from n users simultaneously.

1) Key Generation: CL* signature is based on the elliptic

curve E(Fp) of the order q with three generators G1, G2, G3.

There are n users Ui , (i = 1, ..., n) with the private key xi ∈ Z∗
q

and the public key Yi = xi · G1. In addition, a series of public

parameters E(Fp), q, G1, G2, G3, H1 are published, where H1:

{0, 1}∗ → Z∗
q .

2) Signature: Using the private key xi , Ui calculates the

signature σi by (8), where hi = H1(mi )

σi = xi · G2 + xi hi · G3. (8)

3) Batch Verification: The received (mi , σi ), (i = 1, ..., n)

from n users are verified with (9), where e is the mapping of the

bilinear pairings [26], [34]

e

(

n
∑

i=1

σi , G1

)

?= e

(

G2,

n
∑

i=1

Yi

)

· e

(

G3,

n
∑

i=1

(

H1(mi ) · Yi

)

)

.

(9)

V. OUR SCHEME

Our 3PDA scheme includes five phases: System setup, aggre-

gation area creation, ciphertext generation, ciphertext aggre-

gation, and distributed decryption. The notations are listed in

Table I.

As illustrated in Fig. 3, the main workflows in 3PDA are as

follows.

1) n SMs form an aggregation area and compute a group

key GK, then SMi encrypts its data mi into the ciphertext

(Ca
i , Cb

i ) and sends it to DCU.

2) DCU aggregates the received data, and sends the aggre-

gated ciphertext (Ca, Cb) to OC.

3) OC recovers the aggregated result Sum using the dis-

tributed decryption algorithm.

A. System Setup

A 3PDA is built on the elliptic curve E(Fp) with order q, and

G1, G2, G3 are generators. H1 and H2 are secure hash functions,

where H1 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗
q and H2 : {0, 1}∗ → E(Fp).

OC issues digital certificates to SMs and DCU as follows.

1) Step 1: SMi and DCU select random numbers xi and

xDCU from Z∗
q as their private keys, then calculate the

corresponding public keys Yi = xi · G1 and YDCU =
xDCU · G1.

2) Step 2: OC issues the certificates Certi and CertDCU

to SMi and DCU, where Certi = xOC · H2(I Di ||Yi )

and CertDCU = xOC · H2(I DDCU||YDCU).

E(Fp), q, G1, G2, G3, H1, H2, and YOC are published as

public parameters, where YOC is OC’s public key.

B. Aggregation Area Creation

n SMs form an aggregation area (group) by generating a

group key GK.

1) Step 1: SMi broadcasts I Di , Yi , Certi into the group,

(i = 1, . . . , n).

2) Step 2: SMi verifies other SMs’ information by

e

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

n
∑

j=1
j �=i

H2(I D j ||Y j ), YOC

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

?= e

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

n
∑

j=1
j �=i

Cert j , G1

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

.

(10)

3) Step 3: Using all public keys Yi , (i = 1, ..., n), SMi

calculates the group key GK by

GK =
n

∑

i=1

Yi . (11)

C. Ciphertext Generation

SMi , (i = 1, . . . , n) encrypts its data mi and sends the cipher-

text to DCU as follows.

1) Step 1: SMi selects a random number ri ∈ Z∗
q , and

computes the ciphertext (Ca
i , Cb

i ), where Ca
i = ri ·

G1 and Cb
i = mi · G1 + ri · GK.

2) Step 2: With the private key xi , SMi generates

the signature σi = xi · G2 + xi hi · G3, where hi =
H1(I Di ||Ca

i ||Db
i ||T si ). T si denotes the time of the

data collection.

3) Step 3: SMi broadcasts Pi = {I Di , Ca
i , Cb

i , T si , σi }
to DCU.

D. Ciphertext Aggregation

DCU aggregates the received messages from SMi , (i =
1, ..., n), and forwards it to OC.
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Fig. 3. Main workflows in our scheme.

1) Step 1: Receiving the packets Pi , (i = 1, ..., n),

DCU verifies n signatures by (12), where hi =
H1(I Di ||Ca

i ||Cb
i ||T si ).

e

(

n
∑

i=1

σi , G1

)

?=e

(

G2,

n
∑

i=1

Yi

)

· e

(

G3,

n
∑

i=1

(hi · Yi )

)

.

(12)

2) Step 2: Using those ciphertexts (Ca
i , Cb

i )(i =
1, ..., n), DCU computes the aggregated ciphertext

(Ca, Cb) by (13), where r =
∑n

i=1 ri and Sum =
∑n

i=1 mi .

(Ca
, Cb) =

(

n
∑

i=1

Ca
i ,

n
∑

i=1

Cb
i

)

= (r · G1, Sum · G1 + r · GK).

(13)

3) Step 3: Using the private key xDCU, DCU computes

the signature σDCU = xDCU · G2 + xDCUhDCU · G3,

where hDCU = H1(I DDCU||Ca||Cb||T sDCU).

4) Step 4: Finally, DCU sends the data packet PDCU =
(I DDCU, Ca, Cb, T sDCU, σDCU) to OC.

E. Distributed Decryption

OC requests the distributed decryption and recovers the ag-

gregated data Sum from the aggregated ciphertext.

1) Step 1: Receiving the DCU’s data packet, OC

verifies its signature by (14), where hDCU =
H1(I DDCU||Ca||Cb||T sDCU)

e(σDCU, G1)
?= e(G2, YDCU) · e(G3, hDCU · YDCU).

(14)

2) Step 2: If passing this verification, SMi , (i =
1, ..., n) is requested to provide Di to OC.

3) Step 3: SMi , (i = 1, ..., n) performs the distributed

decryption using Di = xi · Ca = xi ·
∑n

i=1 Ca
i , and

then uses its private key xi to compute the

signature σ̂ = xi · G2 + xi ĥi · G3, where ĥi =
H1(I Di ||Di ||T̂ si ), where T̂ si denotes the current

time. SMi sends P̂i = (I Di , Di , T̂ si , σ̂i ) to OC via

DCU.

4) Step 4: Receiving P̂i , (i = 1, ..., n), OC verifies the

signatures by (15), where ĥi = H1(I Di ||Di ||T̂ si )

e

(

n
∑

i=1

σ̂i , G1

)

?=e

(

G2,

n
∑

i=1

Yi

)

· e

(

G3,

n
∑

i=1

(ĥi · Yi )

)

.

(15)

5) Step 5: If the authentication is successful, OC uses

Di (i = 1, ..., n) to recover the aggregated data Sum

by (16). Following the assumption mi ∈ [0, K ] in

Section IV-A, the range of Sum falls within

[0, nK ]. Thus, Sum can be recovered using the Pol-

lard’s Lambda algorithm with the time complexity

O(
√

nK )

Sum = logG1

(

Cb −
n

∑

i=1

Di

)

= logG1
(Sum · G1).

(16)

The correctness of (16) is verified as follows.

Sum = logG1

(

Cb −
n

∑

i=1

Di

)

Cb=Sum·G1+r ·GK−−−−−−−−−−→

= logG1

(

Sum · G1 + r · GK −
n

∑

i=1

Di )

)

r=
∑n

i=1 ri ,Di =xi ·Ca

−−−−−−−−−−−→

= logG1

(

Sum · G1 +
n

∑

i=1

ri · GK −
n

∑

i=1

xi · Ca

)

GK=
∑n

i=1 xi ·G1,C
a=

∑n
i=1 ri ·G1−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

= logG1

(

Sum · G1 +
n

∑

i=1

ri

n
∑

i=1

xi · G1 −
n

∑

i=1

xi

n
∑

i=1

ri · G1

)

= logG1

(

Sum · G1

)

.
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F. Postinspection

In our 3PDA, the users with some extent trust are assumed to

form a small virtual aggregation area to achieve the privacy

preservation, however, they maybe return an arbitrary value

without executing the corresponding computation. Therefore,

this behavior should be avoided with the post inspection mech-

anism. If the lazy user is detected, it will be punished seriously.

The detailed process is described as follows.

OC randomly selects a user’s decrypted result Di to perform

the post inspection process by

e(Ca, Yi )
?= e(Di , G1) (17)

where Ca is sent from DCU, Yi is public key of SMi , and G1 is

the system parameter. If this equation holds, the user is believed

to execute correctly. Otherwise, the user is viewed as a lazy

participant, and would be severely punished.

In fact, Postinspection phase is optional, OC determines

which users are picked and when to execute this phase.

VI. SECUIRTY ANALYSIS

3PDA is guaranteed to achieve privacy, authentication, and

integrity as follows.

A. Privacy

Scenario 1: It is computationally infeasible for the attacker

to infer user’s data mi from the ciphertext (Ca
i , Cb

i ).

Proof: Since SMi ’s usage data mi is encrypted and sent to

DCU by the open channel, the attacker can obtain the ciphertext

(Ca
i , Cb

i ). The confidentiality of mi is achieved by the computa-

tional Diffie–Hellman (CDH) hard problem [35]. Specifically,

in order to obtain mi from Cb
i = mi · G1 + ri · GK, the attacker

needs to compute ri · GK = x1 · Ca
i + · · · + xn · Ca

i . However,

only the public parameters (G1, Ca
i , Y1, ..., Yn) can be obtained

by the attacker, and it is computationally infeasible to obtain

x1 · Ca
i , ..., xn · Ca

i . Above all, even if the attacker intercepts

(Ca
i , Cb

i ), mi is still secure. �

Scenario 2: Even though OC colludes with some SMs and

DCU, it is computationally infeasible to violate the individual

privacy.

Proof: In the worst case, we assume that OC and DCU col-

lude with SM1, ..., SMn−1 to attack SMn . Similarly, to deduce

SMn’s usage data mn from its ciphertext (Ca
n , Cb

n ), the colluder

must calculate rn · GK = x1 · Ca
n + · · · + xn · Ca

n . Since Ca
n is

the public information, SMi , (i = 1, ... n − 1) can compute and

provide xi · Ca
n , (i = 1, ..., n − 1). However, rn · GK cannot be

recovered by the colluders, since it is also computationally in-

feasible to obtain xn · Ca
n from the public (G1, Ca

n , Yn). There-

fore, the individual privacy is fully achieved even in the worst

case. �

Scenario 3: It is computationally infeasible for OC to com-

pute the aggregated data of the subset S ⊂ {SM1, . . . , SMn}.
Proof. Assume S = {SMt1 , . . . , SMtv }, where ti ⊂ [1, n],

with the plaintext m ti , and the ciphertext (Ca
ti
, Cb

ti
).

DCU may provide Cb
t =

∑v

i=1 Cb
ti

= Sumt · G1 + rt · GK to

OC, where Sumt =
∑v

i=1 m ti and rt =
∑v

i=1 rti . To recover

Sumt from Cb
t , OC needs to calculate rt · GK = x1 · Ca

t +
· · · + xn · Ca

t , where Ca
t =

∑v

i=1 Ca
ti
. However, OC only obtains

Di = xi · Ca from SMi , where Ca =
∑n

i=1 Ca
i . Moreover, it is

still CDH problem to obtain x1 · Ca
t , ..., xn · Ca

t with the pub-

lic parameters (G1, Ca
t , Y1, ..., Yn). Therefore, except the sum

of {SM1, ..., SMn}, the sum of any subset cannot be obtained

by OC. Due to this property, CPDA can resist the differen-

tial attack, i.e., two subsets S1 and S2 of {SM1, ..., SMn} only

differ one SM, and this SM’s usage data can be deduced by

|Sum(S1)–Sum(S2)|, where Sum() is the sum function. �

B. Authentication and Integrity

Since the digital signature is created with the private key,

and is verified with the corresponding public key, it is used to

achieved the authentication and integrity.

In 3PDA, all data, sent from SMs and DCU, are signed with

CL* signature method, which is based on LRSW assumption

[36], and provably secure under the random oracle model.

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, 3PDA’s performance efficiency is evaluated,

and compared with the newly published Jo’s scheme [27].

A. Computation Cost

Only the time-consuming operations are evaluated and other

efficient operations such as the hash operation, point addition on

E(Fp) are ignored. Particularly, in 3PDA, only the cost of pairing

operation, point multiplication on E(Fp), and Pollard’s lambda

operation are considered, which are denoted by CPair, CMul, and

CLamn
. Accordingly, in Jo’s scheme, the pairing operation, point

multiplication on E(Fp), Paillier encryption, Paillier decryption

and Homomorphic addition are evaluated, which are referred as

CPair, CMul, CPailen
, CPailde

, and CH A.

These operations are executed in a laptop with the Intel Core

i5-2450M CPU 2.50 GHz and 8.00 GB memory, based on the

Pairing-Based Cryptography (PBC) library and Openssl library.

For simplicity, K = 400 is assumed, which means user’s power

data mi ∈ [0, 400]. The execution time cost of CPair, CMul,

CPailen
, CPailde

and CH A are 2.187, 1.476, 18.114, 16.768, and

17.589 ms , respectively. In Table II, the execution time of

CLamn
is also listed, which increases with the number n of SMs.

Since OC is uslly assumed to own enough computation and

storage resource, we only evaluate the computation cost of SM

and DCU.

1) Computation Cost on SM: Due to the limited resource,

the operation executed in the SM should be lightweight. In

3PDA, each SM only performs the ciphertext generation and

distributed decryption, which costs 8CMul.

However, in Jo’s scheme, the ciphertext generation in the SM

needs the time-consuming Paillier encryption. Since OC owns

nothing about the decryption key, SM decrypts the aggregated

ciphertext, and returns the aggregated result to OC. In addition,

in order to detect whether the SM returns the random value

without computing, at least two SMs are randomly picked to

execute the distribution decryption.
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TABLE II
TIME COST OF SUBOPERATIONS ON 3PDA

Operation Time Cost (ms) with different number (n) of SMs

n = 50 n = 100 n = 150 n = 200 n = 250 n = 300 n = 350 n = 400 n = 450 n = 500
CLamn 18.243 25.848 31.598 36.486 40.793 44.686 48.267 51.697 54.833 57.799

Even if a SM is not picked to decrypt, its computation cost

CPailen
+ 4CMul is still more than 8CMul in 3PDA.

2) Computation Cost on DCU: The duty of DCU in 3PDA

and Jo’s scheme is different. DCU in 3PDA aggregates the

users’ ciphertexts, and sends the result to OC, which needs

3CPair + (n + 2)CMul.

In Jo’s scheme, DCU mainly assists OC to verify the messages

from the SMs, the computation cost is (n + 1)CPair + (2n +
3)CMul, which grows rapidly with the number n increasing.

Obviously, the computation cost on DCU in 3PDA is also less

than the computation cost in Jo’s scheme.

B. Communication Overhead

The communication overhead includes SM-to-DCU and

DCU-to-OC communication. For simplicity, we assume the el-

liptic curve E(Fp) is implemented according to NIST-P192,

where the length of its point is 192 b, and the length of I D and

T s are 160 b.

1) SM-to-DCU: In the ciphertext generation of 3PDA, SM

encrypts its data and sends Pi = (I Di , Ca
i , Cb

i , T si , σi ) to DCU,

where the length of Pi is |I Di | + |Ca
i | + |Cb

i | + |T si | + |σi | =
896 bits. Then, in the distributed decryption, SM also sends

P̂i = (I Di , Di , T̂ si , σ̂i ) to DCU, where its length is |I Di | +
|Di | + |T̂ si | + |σ̂i | = 704 b. Thus, when there are n SMs, the

communication cost on SM-to-DCU is 1600n b. In contrast, in

Jo’s scheme, each SM sends 1080 B to DCU [27]. Thus, if there

are n SMs, the total communication overhead is 8640n b.

2) DCU-to-OC: In the ciphertext aggregation of 3PDA,

DCU sends PDCU = (I DDCU, Ca, Cb, T sDCU, σDCU) to OC,

where the length of PDCU is |I DDCU| + |Ca| + |Cb| +
|T sDCU| + |σDCU| = 896 bits. Moreover, DCU relays SM’s

data P̂i (i = 1, ..., n) to OC, where its length is 704 b. The

total communication burden of 3PDA is 704n + 896 b. Ac-

cording to the description in Jo’s scheme, when a SM’s data

is sent to DCU for the verification, the communication cost

between DCU and OC is 1344 B. Therefore, when there are n

SMs, the total communication burden between the DCU and OC

is 10752n b.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, 3PDA scheme for smart grid is proposed, which

does not rely on the trusted or semitrusted DCU to achieve the

robustness property. Furthermore, the post inspection is used to

detect the possible lazy user to guarantee the practicability and

the lightweight. Finally, the analysis and the simulation show

that the design goals are all satisfied.
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